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National Day of The People’s Republic of China
st

1 October, 2012 is the sixty third
National Day of the People’s Republic of
China. In the dawn of global economic
downturn, Chinese government urges to
boost the internal consumption so as to
reduce the effect of global downturn
towards China’s booming economy. As
2012’s national day was just the day
after mid-autumn festival, it created a
th
long and golden holiday from 30
th
September to 7 October. What
celebration activities were held and how
our people made use of this Golden
Week.

Military Parade

In the capital Beijing, a huge military
parade was organized in front of the
st
Tiananmen Square on 1 October to
celebrate the birthday of The People’s
Republic of China.

Golden Week to Travel
8- day- holiday created a golden week to
travel. People chose to travel oversea or
travel around China. Due to a high
demand of travelling, price of air flight
space and hotel rooms went sky high
during this period. At the same time,
many highways in China were free of
charge so as to encourage more
travelling within the country.

During the golden period, many shops
started their sales activities from the
beginning of the week so as to attract more
customers.

To Freight Forwarders


During Golden Week of national
st
th
day, normally from 1 Oct to 7
Oct, there is no customs clearance
service and most of the offices in
China are off duty.



Freight including sea freight and air
freight rises before the long
holiday; and the spaces are
normally in shortage; therefore
remember to book earlier in case
you want to ship just before the
Golden Week.
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New offices in Chongqing and Xiamen
Chongqing Office
5FU-12B, Chongqing JW, Marriott Trade
Center, No. 77 Qingnian Road, Yuzhong
District, Chongqing
amy.yang@ckg.premiere-logistics.com

Xiamen Office
Room 235, 2/F, Bingo Intercity Business
Center, No 57 Hubin North Road, Xiamen,
China 361012
dora.hong@xmn.premiere-logistics.com

Marketing Management Training – Trainees’ Words
This trip to Shanghai for training was
really a fruitful one, not only I get to
experience the vibrant atmosphere at
our headquarter office, but also get to
meet our overseas colleagues.
Communication becomes much
effective after knowing who we are
liaising with personally.

As a fresh graduate, the transfer from
being a student to a member of
Premiere is a bit overwhelming. The
training program in Shanghai head
office helped me transit my role
smoothly. Marketing Management
trainee are generalists and we reply on
specialists to help get our jobs done, so
the people skills I acquired are critical
I could feel the energetic atmosphere in
In addition, I am thankful to the
in my current role. It also taught me
management for dedicating their time our headquarter office. All the
how to work smart and manage
colleagues in Shanghai are trying their
to coach us. I believe that our
multiple works simultaneously, two
interactions during these three weeks best to make impossible to possible. I skills that I require on a daily basis.
have definitely built a strong rapport guess it’s the reason why our company
among us. And with a common goal in could grow so fast in these 2 years.
My favourite thing about working in
mind, all of us will work together and
Premiere is that I feel excited about
The training in Shanghai gave me a
take Premiere to the next level!
coming in every day. The words
prime opportunity to familiarize with
integrity, humility, endeavour and
the freight forwarding situation in
By Shermaine
excellence sum up the ethos and
China and equip me with marketing
culture of Premiere. Coupled with the
technique. Meeting foreign agents
committed and devoted staffs, the
there strengthened our communication
company is on the right trick for
which is crucial for our future
further success.
successful collaboration.
By Christy

By Gisele
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Logistics News
News 1- Ocean cargo shippers may be hit harder on rates
Container lines serving the Asia-U.S. trade lane
reaffirmed their commitment to reversing 2011
and 2012 losses, and to raising the baseline for
freight rates as they head into a new round of
2013-14 contract negotiations with customers.

News 2- China Passenger Vehicle Deliveries Shrink on Anti-Japan Protests
Chinese passenger-vehicle sales
unexpectedly shrank for the first time in
eight months as a territorial dispute with
Japan turned consumers away from buying
cars made by Toyota Motor Corp. to Nissan
Motor Co.

News 3- Brent Oil Price

Source: Forexpros

